Sam Snead, winner of more than 100 major tournaments, plays the Wilson Staff ball.

DISTANCE is the winning secret of the Wilson Staff ball. Since it was introduced in 1954, this famous long ball has won more U.S. Open and Masters championships than any other ball. Discover Sam Snead’s winning secret when you play the new Wilson Staff ball. Sold only through golf professional shops. Wilson Sporting Goods Co., Chicago. (A subsidiary of Wilson & Co., Inc.)

Distance secret. Wilson Staff ball “leaps” off the tee 40% faster than the speed of the club head. Photo made with each micro-flash at one-millionth (1/1,000,000) sec. by Edgerton, Germeshausen & Grier, Inc.
Faith in the dollar is restored when it is seen what Canyon Creek got for its investment

$350,000 Clubhouse

Story starts on page 44
You wouldn't sell a man shoes three sizes too big—or too small
(Then why let him play a ball that doesn't fit?)

Stylist is made in four distinct compressions—70, 80, 90, 100. You can recommend the one that is exactly right for each individual player.

You've seen it happen time and again: a golfer will buy a ball that has too high or too low a compression for his particular swing. So he ends up losing the one thing he wants most—distance.

But he didn't have much choice. He had to settle for what was available.

Not any longer. Stylist—and only Stylist lets you custom fit the compression to the player's power. You're the doctor... the one person qualified to prescribe. And your customers will welcome this guidance.

Stock, display, and suggest Stylist. It will sell well... and build good will for you.

Stylist
LIQUID OR STEEL CENTER
Sold only through professionals in golf shops
Made by Plymouth Golf Ball Co., Plymouth Meeting, Pa.
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Found: A club that got dollar for dollar value for the money it invested in its clubhouse.

The club is Canyon Creek. It is located in Richardson, Tex., just a few miles north of Dallas.

Located on a hilltop site, the clubhouse is imposing, if not overwhelming. A combination brick and frame building, it is marked by simple but substantial lines that reflect smart thinking on the part of the club owners — that at least as much money should be invested in the golf facilities as the social ones. That is a point that too often is lost sight of in the planning and building of country clubs.

That Canyon Creek’s owners decided on a wise policy in diverting as much money to the course as the clubhouse was demonstrated last fall. Many clubs in the Southwest that had made large investments in their clubhouses, but hadn’t thought it necessary to install fairway watering systems, were extremely hard hit by the drought. It wasn’t uncommon to see huge and imposing piles of stone and glass rising out of the acres of parched turf at these clubs. Canyon Creek, though, never lost its springtime look, thanks to its coursewide irrigation system and the skill of its supt., Glen F. Welch.

It cost $350,000 to build the Canyon Creek clubhouse. Apparently not a dollar of it was wasted. It is not an unusually large place, but since it was planned as a series of rectangles, each of which either adjoining or dovetail, there is hardly a square foot of interior space that isn’t put to good use.

Everything at the Canyon Creek clubhouse is centered around the combination dining room and lounge. A Spanish influence predominates here, with the walls being panelled in oak, and wrought iron filigree being introduced in various locations to relieve the monotony of con-

Entranceway to Canyon Creek clubhouse is shown close up and at a distance. Company that built club plans to construct high-rise, luxury apartment building in clubhouse area in the near future.

Texans, who love the great outdoors, take advantage of open air patio during the warm months. Dining room is moved out into this area and sidewalk cafe eating style becomes popular.
NOW get the full story WHY \ldots \ldots \text{40}\% \text{MORE USABLE POWER means MORE PROFITS} \ldots \text{Write for FACTS}
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PROFIT MAKING Features:
\begin{itemize}
  \item Service time reduced 75%.
  \item Many months added to battery life.
  \item Fits most golf cars.
\end{itemize}
\end{center}

\begin{center}
724 EAST 61st STREET
LOS ANGELES 1, CALIFORNIA
\end{center}
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tinuous paneling. Thick, intersecting oak beams run the length and breadth of the ceiling in this L-shape room. The long wall of the dining section is broken by a 20-foot fireplace that extends to the ceiling. A small lounge fronts the fireplace.

Hanging on the walls in one corner of the large lounge area are oversize crossed-shaft replicas of clubs that were used by the early English and Dutch golfers. The bar that juts into the lounge opens into the kitchen, which is located so that it is convenient to a small covered patio on the west end of the building and to the swimming pool.

**Oak Is Matched**

Matched grain oak tables and straight-back and captain's chairs, some of which are upholstered in black leather, occupy most of the lounge and dining area. The oak furniture was supplied by Romweber of Batesville, Ind. The entire dining and lounge combination is carpeted except for a small dance floor in the west end of the dining room which is finished in parquet oak flooring. When private parties are held and it is necessary to close off part of the dining area, oak panel screens are used. These are hand-

(Continued on page 112)
Power-Bilt Woods

...**FIRST** to be Seasoned by Radio Frequency*

**Result . . . Uniform Seasoning—Harder Heads!**

This ultra new method of seasoning wood heads accomplishes complete uniformity and provides harder heads by the total elimination of all soft spots.

Such uniformity is accomplished by the ability of the machines shown here to rapidly and uniformly heat certain non-conductors such as wood head blocks in a high-voltage oscillating, electro magnetic field. Blocks are conveyed through a series of radio frequency heating units, designed to bring all blocks to the desired moisture content.

This is another example of what we mean when we say “Power-Bilts are Engineered To Perform Better!” and are your and your members’ best buy.

* This process has been used successfully for more than 20 years in the wood industry in panel-to-frame bonding and fine furniture manufacture.

**Master-Matched Power-Bilt Golf Clubs**

Sold only by Golf Professionals

HILLERICH & BRADSBY CO., Louisville, Ky.
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Court Rules Out Identical Restoration in Condemnation Suit

BY WILLIAM JABINE

Several interesting questions had to be decided by the U.S. District court for the Western District of Pennsylvania in a condemnation case involving the taking of a 9-hole course by the federal government. In fact at one point in its opinion, the court described the case as "unique."

The sum of $97,000 was awarded to the owners of the course, Kinzua Valley, in Warren County, Pa. The owners were not satisfied with that amount and moved for a new trial, contending that at the original trial the court had refused to allow the jury to take into consideration certain testimony that would have tended to increase the amount awarded. The owners also said the court refused to exclude testimony offered by the government in regard to the sale of other courses located at a considerable distance from Kinzua Valley.

Cost First Concern

The first question considered by the court in considering the motion for a new trial was concerned with the cost of reproducing the Kinzua Valley course. The owners, through an expert, advanced a rather novel theory which is described by the court as follows: "On Sept. 19, 1961, the course proper, a public course situated in the foothills of the Allegheny Mountains consisted of approximately 65 cleared acres. On these were constructed nine holes and a practice green, a frame clubhouse with integral snack counter, a frame pro shop, a tool shed and parking area. The highest and best use of Tract 1027, it is agreed, was as a golf course.

"A golf course expert, a well known architect, testified for the landowners that the course proper, as it stood on the date of taking, could be reproduced at a cost of $165,396. Upon cross-examination, he conceded that $84,000 of that sum was allocated to clearing a hypothetical wooded tract of trees, stumps, roots, brush, and large stones preliminary to actual reproduction of a course upon such a site. The rationale of this was that the course could be reproduced in a rustic and scenic setting identical to that in which Kinzua Valley lay, surrounded by mountains and wooded neighboring properties. This, the landowners insisted, could only be achieved by carving an identical golf course out of a wooded tract in similar surroundings, at a similar elevation and with a similar view, so as to make the land site for the reproduced golf course physically identical to the land site taken. We order this $84,000 clearance allocation to be stricken. The jury was instructed not to consider the architect's estimate in the sum of $165,000 as the cost of reproducing a course on timber land in the vicinity, but was told that it could consider an estimate of about $80,600 for reproducing the Kinzua Valley course as it existed on the land prior to the taking."

Evaluated As A Whole

After discussing the admissibility of reproduction costs as evidence and stating that they should be considered with other evidence in determining the market value of the property, the court continued: "In arriving at just compensation or the market value, the course, the buildings, and the land should be evaluated as a whole as of Sept. 19, 1961, the date of taking. It is too well settled for argument that the inquiry as to market value of property taken by condemnation is directed to the condition in which that property existed on the date of taking. (Citations.)

"It is our opinion in this unique case that if the cost of reproduction of this course is admissible at all, such reproduction must be upon land in the same cleared condition as it existed on Sept. 19, 1961. For years preceding that date, this land had existed as a course free of undesirable growth and stones."

(Continued on page 114)
It's a lapping machine... It's a utility drill...

It's the new SIMPLEX 175

Now, get two, or three, valuable machines in one. The Simplex 175 is the easiest, most economical way to keep reel mowers in top cutting condition during the busy mowing season. It's also a big 1/2" portable drill for use anywhere. (Add the drill-press stand and you have a precision drill-press for your shop). The Simplex 175 has another feature you've always wanted — variable speed control for lapping-in big gang mowers or small greensmowers at the best speed for each, not too fast or too slow. Send for full information. Order now for early delivery.

THE FATE-ROOT-HEATH COMPANY
Special Products Division • Dept. G-5 • Plymouth, Ohio
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Mowing problems?

**IH** solves any grass job...clubhouse lawn to shaggiest rough

Wide open fairway or tight trap shoulder. Fancy footwork around the clubhouse or full throttle out on the course. Any type or size of mowing. Name the problem. International Harvester has *exactly* the right tractor and mower to solve it. 108 different mowing combinations. Mighty good thing, too. Listen. You can almost hear that grass growing.

**Can We Help?**

Mr. George Lincoln
International Harvester Co., Box 7333, Chicago 80, Ill.

Dear Mr. Lincoln:

☐ How would you suggest solving my job problem? (Note attached)

☐ Let me see literature on ____________________________ (product or line of products)

NAME______________________________

ADDRESS______________________________

CITY_________________ ZONE_________ STATE_________

**IH** International Harvester
the people who bring you the machines that work